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We show that europium doped ZnO nanowires after surface modification with
organic ligand, 1,10 phenanthroline (phen) leads to strong red emission at 613 nm
which is a characteristic emission from the atomic levels of Eu3+. Surface mod-
ification with phen leads to formation of phenanthroline-europium interface on
the surface of the nanowires due to attachment of Eu3+ ions. After an opti-
mized surface modification with phen, intensity of both the UV emission (band
edge) and red emission improved by two orders of magnitude at room tempera-
ture. We observed multiple energy transfer pathways to the energy levels of Eu3+

ions through the phenanthroline-europium interface, which found to be very effec-
tive to the significant enhancement of emission from the dopant Eu3+

I. INTRODUCTION

ZnO is known for its rich varieties of nanoscale phenomenon and related applications into various
fields.1–5 As a direct wide band gap semiconductor, ZnO is considered for the fabrication of UV light
source (light emitting diodes or laser). However, it has also been considered for the development
of multiple color light emitting diodes from UV-to-red or even as a white light source.3,6,7 Light
emission from ZnO using the crystal field (CF) levels of rare-earth (RE) ions is an interesting prospect
of application. Trivalent rare earth ions in the suitable matrix allow us to achieve intra-4f transition
related sharp emissions due to the weakening of spin-forbidden transition caused by crystal field of
the host matrix.8,9 Recently there are several reports of successful synthesis of europium doped ZnO
(Eu:ZnO) nanostructures that solved the issues, such as large ionic radius of Eu ions compared to
Zn, chemical imbalance etc.10–13 There are also reports of sharp (although weak) emissions from
Eu embedded/substitutionally doped in ZnO. It has been observed before that doping of Eu into
ZnO does not necessarily lead to red emission.14 This is because direct energy transfer from ZnO
host to the resonant energy levels of Eu3+ ions is difficult to achieve due to the shorter lifetime
of exciton in ZnO (which is of the order of 1 ps) and inherently small absorption coefficient.15–18

Furthermore, the luminescence of lanthanoids ions depends critically on their doping locations in
the host. As a result, light emission from Eu3+ ions in Eu:ZnO system is always appears to be very
weak or absent. Therefore, it is essential to have an intermediate intrinsic or extrinsic centres to
facilitate the energy transfer process, which makes it very crucial to get an efficient emission from
europium in ZnO system. One of the ways that lead to good energy transfer from host ZnO so that
red emission from Eu3+ can be obtained is use of sub-band gap defects levels created by oxidative
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thermal treatment or nonequilibrium ion implantation process.11,13,19,20 However, these routes use
quite complex techniques/processes and obtained intensity of the red emission cannot be easily linked
to the process parameters.

It has been known for a long time that surface sensitization by a ligand molecules can enhance
luminescence by enabling radiationless energy transfer pathways from the sensitizer to the activator
(the dopant atoms).21 Organic ligands with larger conjugated benzene rings present strong absorption
ability in the UV region and are able to sensitize the lanthanoids by possible energy transfer to the
corresponding resonance energy level. For this purpose, ligands used include aromatic carboxylic
acid,22 anthracene,23 1, 10 phenanthroline,24,25 pyridine,26 β-diketon27 due to their long fluorescence
lifetime and good coordination ability. To overcome the present drawback in the Eu:ZnO system,
in this work we demonstrate a novel methodology to improve the red emission from Eu3+ ions and
investigated the underline physics. We show that sharp red emission (at ∼613 nm) with reasonable
intensity can be achieved from low temperature chemically synthesized Eu:ZnO after sensitized by
an interesting ligand phen. The emission occurs from atomic levels of Eu3+ arising from intra-4f
level transition from 5D0→

7F2, where the energy transfer to the Eu3+ has been enabled by the
inorganic-organic functional interface with the ligand phen, that has good overlap of its absorption
band with the absorption and emission bands of ZnO. We also investigated the underlying energy
transferring pathways and proposed an effective multiple energy transfer pathway to the energy levels
of Eu3+ ions through the phenanthroline-europium interface (ligand-to-metal transfer). The second
energy transfer pathway in the phenanthroline-europium interface was not observed in previous
studies.

II. EXPERIMENTAL

Europium doped ZnO NWs were grown on the Si(100) substrate by a modified hydrothermal
method. Details of this low temperature rare earth doped NWs growth processing can be found
in our earlier report.28 We used zinc nitrate hexahydrate (Sigma Aldrich) as a source of Zn and
europium nitrate hexahydrate (STREM Chem.) as a source of Eu2+/Eu3+. In the first step of this
synthesis process thin seed layer of zinc metal (∼150 nm) was deposited on the Si(100) by ther-
mal evaporation. A mixture of equimolar (25 mM) concentration of zinc nitrate, europium nitrate
and hexamethylenetetramine (HMT, Alfa Aesar) in DI–water, and polyethyleneimine (∼9 mM, TCI
Chem.) was prepared followed by magnetic stirring for several mins to facilitate the doping process.
Then, this whole solution mixture was transferred to a teflon line reaction flask. The above prepared
substrate was dipped into the reaction solvent mixture and placed vertically. The chemical reaction
was carried out at 95 ◦C for 6 hours inside a sealed autoclave. The Si(100) substrate containing
NWs was received from the solution, rinsed with DI–water and dried in hot air at 150 ◦C for 30
mins. In this process, europium doped ZnO NWs with different doping level of 0, 1 and 2 at.% were
synthesized.

After the synthesis process, morphology, doping level and crystal structure of the above pre-
pared Eu:ZnO NWs were confirmed by using set of characterization tools, namely field emission
scanning electron microscope (FESEM), energy dispersive x-ray spectroscope (EDX), x-ray photo-
electron spectroscopy (XPS) and x-ray diffractometer (XRD). The surface modification of Eu:ZnO
NWs were performed in a controlled way by dipping the as-synthesized NWs in a phen solution in
dichloromethane for different reaction time of 30s to several mins followed by normal air dry. For com-
parative study, three different concentrations of phen solution of 0.01M, 0.02M and 0.04M were used
in this experiment. To confirm the attachment of phen molecules through phen-europium interfacial
bonds, FESEM and Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy (FTIR) were employed. XPS measure-
ment was carried out with a fully automated XPS microprobe, Phi-χtool using Al Kα monochromated
x-ray beam (1486.7 eV) in an ultra-high vacuum chamber. Carbon 1s spectrum was used for the cal-
ibration of the measured XPS spectrum. Room temperature photoluminescence (PL) characteristics
of all the samples were studied at an excitation of 350 nm (from a 450W xenon lamp attached to
the spectrometer) using a PL spectrometer with air-cooled photomultiplier tube (PMT) detector. For
comparative analysis, PL measurements on all the samples were made under identical experimental
conditions.



III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Characterization of Eu doped ZnO NWs

Structural characterization of the Eu:ZnO NWs was done from the XRD pattern (Fig. 1), which
shows the characteristic peaks of pure hexagonal wurtzite phase. No other peaks related to the
europium oxide or any other impurities are observed. Strong (002) XRD peak indicates Eu:ZnO
NWs possess crystalline structure with growth orientation along <0001>. A close look into the exact
peak position of (002) peak (extracted from Lorentzian fit) reveals that position of this (002) peak
gradual shifted towards lower 2θ. A peak shift from 34.45◦ to 34.41◦ is observed with increase of
europium doping level to 2 at.%, which confirms the doping of europium. This shifting indicates a
little expansion of lattice in the Eu:ZnO NWs with maximum expansion of 0.11 % for the 2 at.%
Eu:ZnO NWs and hence a lattice strain is expected. Due to the incorporation of comparatively larger
size of Eu3+ ions than the Zn2+ ions such strain is expected.

Previous theoretical studies on Eu:ZnO system suggest that europium ions favorably substitute
Zn ions because of the lower formation energy of substitution Eu (–2.39 eV) than the interstitial Eu
(1.43 eV).29 Theoretically, a perfect substitution at a Zn site does not produce any intrinsic defects and
europium assumes in divalent oxidation states (Eu2+). Furthermore, a first-principle DFT calculation
by Geburt et al.13 shows that substitution of europium near a zinc vacancy (Vzn) or near an oxygen
interstitial (Oi) is also possible. In this case, formation of complex defects is likely to be possible
which leads to keep the europium ions in their 3+ oxidation state (Eu3+). In our previous study on
the Eu:ZnO system, we reported about presence of majority (∼90.0%) of the europium ions in the
ZnO lattice is in 3+ valance (Eu3+).28 Therefore, europium doping in ZnO system takes place through
substitutional doping and majority of the europium ions remain in 3+ valance by forming complex
defects either with zinc vacancy (Vzn) or oxygen interstitial (Oi).

Surface morphology images of the 1 at.% Eu:ZnO NWs shown in the Fig. 2. Both the top-view
and tilted view images confirm a dense NWs with vertical orientation to the substrate. They exhibit
diameters of 80–120 nm and lengths of few microns. There is no significant change in the surface
morphology images of the undoped and europium doped ZnO NWs. Presence of Eu dopant in the
Eu:ZnO system has been confirmed from the spot EDX measurement tool attached with the FESEM
system. Although this technique is not very sensitive to the low amount of doping, however we got
sufficient signal from Eu dopants along with the strong signals from Zn and O (please see Fig. S1
of supplementary material). Estimated doping level of europium is found to be close (less than the
expected concentration) to the concentration of europium mixed in the reaction solution. The EDX
spectrum of the 1at. % Eu:ZnO NWs shows the presence of 0.8 at. % of Eu ions. EDX analysis further

FIG. 1. X-ray diffraction pattern of the (top to bottom order) undoped, 1at.% and 2at.% Eu:ZnO NWs. A magnified view of
the xrd patterns (baseline) added as inset to shows presence of any impurity phases.
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FIG. 2. (a) and (b) Top view and tilted view FESEM images of the hydrothermally grown vertically aligned 1at.% Eu:ZnO
nanowires. (c) FESEM image of the 1at.% Eu:ZnO nanowires after surface modification with 0.01M phen for 2 mins.

shows that the oxygen content is lower than Zn content, which indicates presence of usual oxygen
vacancies on the NWs surface.

The chemical composition, bonding states of doped Eu ions and the stoichiometric ratio are
further identified from the XPS binding energy data. Figure 3 shows the XPS binding energy spectra
for the core levels of O1s, Zn2p and Eu3d. The observed spectrum for the O1s core level shows a broad
and asymmetric nature which indicates the existence of more than one component. Whereas, XPS
spectrum for the Zn2p core level shows isolated doublet with peaks centered at 1021.9 and 1045.2 eV
corresponding to Zn2+2p3/2 and Zn2+2p1/2, respectively. Eu3d core level spectrum of undoped ZnO
NWs shown in Fig. 3(a) shows no detectable signal in the range 1115–1185 eV indicating absence of
Eu as impurity. On the other hand, a sufficiently strong signal in the range 1115–1185 eV is detected
from the Eu:ZnO NWs. The XPS data for the Eu3d core level shows doublet at 1135.0 and 1163.8 eV
corresponds to Eu3+3d5/2 and Eu3+3d3/2, respectively.30 Furthermore, we also observed the existence
of a low amount of Eu2+ ions with doublet positions at 1125.7 and 1156.8 eV.31 Comparing the relative
area of peaks corresponding to the Eu3+ and Eu2+ ions, it is observed that majority of the doped Eu in
their 3+ valance. The integrated peak doublet area of the Eu3d core level increases at higher doping
level, as expected. Next we estimated the atomic composition of Zn, O and Eu from their individual



FIG. 3. (a-c) XPS binding energy spectra for O1s, Zn2p and Eu3d core levels of the undoped, 1 at.% and 2 at.% Eu:ZnO
nanowires, respectively. Individual component in the broad and asymmetric O1s spectrum is identified after fitting with
multiple Gaussian peaks. Solid pink line represents the combined fitting of the sum of all the individual components (blue
lines).

peak area according to the standard method. Standard ‘Tougaard’ type XPS base line was used to
integrate the peak area of the individual peak. The atomic composition for the 1 at.% Eu:ZnO is found
to be 57.37%, 41.69% and 0.94% for the Zn, O and Eu, respectively. Obtained Eu concentrations
for the 2 at.% Eu:ZnO NWs is 1.85%. Fitting to the O1s peak with multiple Gaussian components
reveals existence of three individual peaks which indicates presence of three species. The first peak at
530.6 eV with lowest binding energy (O2−

L )) of the O 1s spectrum can be attributed to the lattice oxygen
of ZnO. The intermediate binding energy peak (OV) at 531.8 eV is associated with oxygen vacancy
within the matrix of ZnO. The higher binding energy peak (OOH) at 532.2 eV usually corresponds to
absorbed hydroxyl group (-OH) on the surface (preferable at the oxygen vacancy sites) of the NWs.
Presence of oxygen vacancy is identified from XPS analysis which is consistent with the EDX results.
The estimated content of OV peak in O1s XPS spectrum is 27.0% for 1 at.% doped and 38.1% for 2
at.% doped NWs, which indicates an increasing of defect concentration.

B. Attachment of the phen on Eu doped ZnO NW surfaces

Figure 2(c) shows the surface morphology image of the 1 at.% Eu:ZnO NWs after the surface
modification with 0.01M phen for 2 mins. Compared to the morphology image in Fig. 2(b), flat top
ends of the bare NW’s are slightly modified to dome like shape. We used FTIR spectroscopy to
investigate attachment of Phen molecules to ZnO NW surface. FTIR absorption measurements are
shown in Fig. 4. The as-grown bare NWs shows only the peaks related to the stretching and bending



FIG. 4. FTIR spectra of the Eu:ZnO nanowires (lower curve) and the same nanowires sample after surface modification with
phen (upper curve).

modes of Zn-O. Whereas, the Eu:ZnO/phen system shows peaks related to the stretching and bending
modes of hexagon ring and C=N bonds of phen molecules, along with the bending and stretching
modes of Zn-O. The observed absorption peaks at 473 and 540 cm-1 correspond to the Zn–O bending
modes and 580 cm-1 corresponds to Zn–O stretching vibration mode of nanocrystalline ZnO.32 The
absorption peaks appear at 1630 cm-1 and 1584 cm-1 corresponding to the stretching vibration peaks
of C=N and C=C double bonds of phen.33,34 The skeleton vibration of hexagon ring of ligand phen
can be attributed to the observed peak at 1548 cm-1. Out of the plane bending vibration peak of
C-H bond appears at 735 cm-1. Compared to the position of C=N bond of free phen ligand from the
literature, in the present case it is found to be red shifted. It is recognized that, attachment of heavy
metal ions to a free ligand definitely change the atomic mass of bonded atoms and force constant of
the particular bond. As a result a peaks shift is expected and it is confirmed the binding of ligand.
Observed red shift suggests that Eu ions bonded to two nitrogen atoms of phen molecule and thus the
C=N bond vibration peaks get affected. This is supported by previous reports on synthesis of Eu3+

complex compound with phen or surface functionalization of Eu3+ doped nanoparticles with phen
ligand.33–36 Here, the phen molecules are mainly attached on the surface to the europium sites by
metal–ligand interfacial bonding interaction. In this work, phen is attached to the europium sites in
the Eu:ZnO NWs with the aim of improvements and tuning the photo-physical properties of Eu3+

ions.

C. PL spectra of Eu doped ZnO NWs with phen sensitizer

Measured PL spectra of the undoped and doped ZnO NWs are shown in Fig. 5(a), which
exhibit strong UV emission at 377 nm and comparatively weaker broad green emission band. This
UV emission originates from the near band edge free excitonic recombination between valance
band and conduction band of ZnO. The observed broad green emission peak with peak center
∼520 nm is mainly attributed to the recombination of photo-generated holes with the electrons
belonging to oxygen vacancy states on the surface.37,38 After Eu doping, the UV peak posi-
tion is found to be red shifted about 26 meV, as expected because of the modulation of the
bandgap structure by dopants. Furthermore, the UV peak intensity start to decrease after doping,
whereas defects related green emission intensity start to increase, as expected. Because, doping
process causes formation of defects inside the energy bandgap of ZnO which increases the prob-
ability of electron-hole transition through these intermediate states. Although, prepared Eu:ZnO
NWs shows confirm doping, however distinguishable red emission at room temperature is not
observed.

Fig 5(b) shows the important results that phen sensitizer leads to clear red emission (at 613 nm)
from Eu doped ZnO NW. The red emission sits on a broad background of defect emission from ZnO is
shown for 1% Eu:ZnO NWs. This red emission appears at 613 nm is a signature transition of Eu3+ ions
for its intra-4f level transition from 5D0→

7F2. This transition has strongest PL intensity than the other
permitted intra-4f level transitions (5D0→

7Fj, j=0, 1, 3, 4) of Eu3+ ions. A schematic of energy levels



FIG. 5. (a) Room temperature PL spectra of undoped, 1at.% and 2 at.% Eu:ZnO nanowires measured at a excitation of 350
nm. Inset shows the magnified view of a portion of PL spectra to highlight the weak red emission at 613 nm. (b) Comparative
room temperature PL spectra of the 1at.% Eu:ZnO NWs after surface modification with 0.01M phen for different reaction
time of 0-8 mins. Gradual enhancement of intensity of red emission at 613 nm is marked with a dotted circle. (c) Variations of
PL enhancement (intensity ratio) of UV and red emissions with respect to as-grown, bare 1at.% Eu doped ZnO NWs (reaction
time 0 min) as a function of reaction time with phen.

and different transitions for Eu3+ ions is shown in Fig. S2 (supplementary material). The measured
PL characteristics of the 1 at.% and 2 at.% Eu:ZnO NWs show significant improvements after the
NW’s are reacted with 0.01M phen solution for different time duration, as shown in Fig. 5 and Fig. 6.
The overall intensities of all PL peaks gradually increase up to 2 mins of surface functionalization
and then start to decrease with further reaction. More interestingly, now one can clearly visualize the
most anticipated red emission at 613 nm, which was not visible in the doped but unmodified Eu:ZnO
NWs. In order to find out the precise information in terms of peak position, intensity of individual
peak, each of the observed PL spectrum is carefully fitted by multiple Gaussian peaks (supplementary
material, Fig. S3). The PL spectrum is best fitted with five individual components which are marked
by numbers in Fig. 5 and Fig. 6. Along with the PL peaks of ZnO and Eu3+ ions we observed two
additional peaks in the violet-blue region (Peak 2 and 3). These two additional peaks appear at 412 nm
and 432 nm after the surface functionalization with phen. Peak intensities of both the peaks gradually
increases with the increase in reaction time and it can be attributed to the fluorescence from phen
molecule.39
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FIG. 6. (a) Similar characteristic PL spectra of the 2 at.% Eu:ZnO NWs after surface modification with 0.01M phen for
different reaction time of 0-5 mins. (b) Variations of PL enhancement (intensity ratio) of UV and red emissions with respect
to as-grown, bare 2 at.% Eu:ZnO NWs as a function of reaction time with phen.

We further investigated the obtained improvement in the PL characteristic by estimating PL
enhancement (intensity ratio) for UV and red emissions as a function of phen reaction time as
shown in Fig. 5(c). Surface functionalization for 2 mins shows the maximum enhancement with an
enhancement factor of 60 for the red emission and 11 for the UV emission. It’s a huge enhancement
for the red emission. The 2 at.% Eu:ZnO/phen NWs shows enhancement in both of the red and UV
emission peaks (Fig. 6(b)). The actual peak intensity of red emission is higher than the case of 1
at.% Eu:ZnO/phen NWs, as expected because of the higher doping concentration. In this case, the
maximum enhancement factor calculated to be 68 for the red emission and 10 for the UV emission,
which are comparable to the previous case. Thus, successful optical activation of the Eu3+ ions
was achieved in the Eu:ZnO NWs with the help of an organic ligand, 1, 10 phenanthroline, which
produces sufficiently strong red emission. To get more insights into the effect of phen functionalization
on the red emission from Eu3+ ions, 1 at.% Eu:ZnO NWs were further functionalized with different
concentration of phen solution of 0.02M and 0.04M for 2 mins. The measured PL spectra are plotted
in Fig. 7(a), which shows monotonic enhancement of red emission. Enhancement factor for the red
emission reached on two orders of magnitude at a phen concentration of 0.04M. This enhancement
at fixed reaction time is most likely due to the attachment of much more phen molecules to the Eu3+

ions. At higher concentration of phen the PL peak intensities settling towards a saturation value, as
expected.

D. Mechanism of energy transfer (multiple pathways)

In order to understand the underline mechanism behind the observed enhancement in the PL at
613nm on phen sensitization, we studied the corresponding absorption and emission behaviors of
the phen molecules. Excitation and emission behaviors of only 0.01M phen solution were studied
as shown in Fig. 8(a). The emission spectrum (taken with excitation wavelength of 350 nm) shows
several strong emission peaks in the UV–blue region with peak center at 380, 404, 427 and 457 nm.
The corresponding excitation scan (taken at emission wavelength 427 nm) exhibits a broad spectrum
with two peaks, one center at 360 nm and other at 386 nm. The origin of these peaks can be assigned
to the spin-allowed π→π∗ transition of the π bond from the benzene ring and n→π∗ transition of



FIG. 7. (a) Comparative room temperature PL spectra of the 1at.% Eu:ZnO NWs after surface modification with phen for 2
mins with varying concentrations (upto 0.04M). Gradual enhancement of intensity of red emission at 613 nm is marked with
a dotted circle. (b) Variations of PL enhancement (intensity ratio) of UV and red emissions with respect to as-grown, bare
1at.% Eu:ZnO NWs as a function of concentration of phen.

the N atoms in the phen ligand, between singlet states (S0→S1).39 The emission originating from
former transition shows stronger florescence than the other transition.

The observed enhancement in the PL characteristics can be explained taking the effect of phen-
europium interface and efficiency of possible energy transfer process. It is noted that Eu3+ in ZnO
can have 2 sites –one in the bulk and one on surfaces.9 In nanowires, due to predominance of surface
ions, it is most likely that the phen ligands will be attached to the surface Eu3+ ions. Based on the
experimental observations, we propose direct multiple energy transfer pathways from photoexcited
phen to Eu3+ ions. When the phen modified Eu:ZnO system is exposed to a 350 nm UV light,
electrons are excited in phen ligand to the higher singlet state S1 and also electrons are excited
to the conduction band (CB) of ZnO (as shown schematically in Fig. 8(b)). Photoexcited carriers
undergo radiative transition to the valence band (VB) and emits UV light at 380 nm. In the present
case, increase of the UV emission intensity from the phen modified Eu:ZnO rule out the situation
of energy transfer from CB of ZnO to the S1 state of phen. At the same time, photoexcited charge
carriers in phen undergoes a vibrational relaxation to the lowest level in S1. Then two competitive de-
excitation process come in to the picture, part of it undergoes a radiative transition to the ground levels
of singlet state S0 (marked by dotted violet color arrow) and other part of energy of excited singlet
state (S1) undergoes intersystem crossing (ISC) to the triplet state T, which is close to the S1 (marked
by solid spiral arrow). As a consequence of this radiative transitions, we observed fluorescence in
the violet-blue region. Thereafter, the energy of excited triplet state of phen is possibly transferred to
the near resonant energy levels of Eu3+ ions in 5D1 or 5D2, which are very close to the triplet state
T (ET pathway 1, marked by solid orange color arrow). Here note that, a direct energy transfer from
excited singlet state of phen (S1) to the resonant energy level of Eu3+ is not efficient. At the same
time fluorescence at 404 nm from phen molecule is very close to another near resonant energy level
5L6 of Eu3+ ions at 395 nm and it is partly absorbed during energy transferring process (ET pathway
2). Measured PL spectrum of Eu:ZnO/phen supports this idea of second energy transfer pathway (ET
pathway 2) by reabsorption process, which shows red-shift of the peak to 412 nm. The amount of
redshift (∼8 nm) is exactly equal to the energy gap between resonant energy of level 5L6 of Eu3+



FIG. 8. (a) Room temperature excitation spectrum (emission wavelength = 427 nm) and emission spectrum (excitation wave-
length =350 nm) of 0.01M phen solution. (b) Schematic energy band diagram of the surface modified Eu:ZnO nanowires with
phen-Eu3+ interface. Multiple energy transfer pathways from phen to the energy levels of Eu3+ ion are shown by wide arrows
(orange color).

ions and 404 nm peak. Because of comparatively higher lifetime (∼nanosecond) of donor energy
in the excited triplet state than the excitonic lifetime of fluorescence at 404 nm, probability of ET
pathway 1 is higher than the ET pathway 2 to the overall energy sensitization process of Eu3+ ions.
After sufficient optical excitation of 5L6 and higher D levels of Eu3+, photoexcited carriers undergo a
non-radiative relaxation process to the lowest D level at 5D0 followed by a radiative transition to the
different ground states in 7Fj level. This proposed multiple (two) energy transfer process explain the
phenanthroline-europium induced huge enhancement in the red emission from Eu3+ ions. Here note
that, none of previous studies on the phenanthroline-europium interface noticed this second energy
transfer channel (ET pathway 2) and have not taken in to account to the resonant energy transfer
mechanism. ET pathway 1 between ligand and Eu3+ ions is governed by Dexter exchange interaction
theory.21 According to this theory, efficiency of energy transfer rate strongly depends on the bonding
nature and separation between donor and acceptor ions (Rda) by a factor of exp(-2Rda). Thus closer
distance of donor-acceptor pair enhances the energy transfer probability which in turn leads to intense
red emission.

Decrease of PL intensity at higher reaction time (higher than the optimum time) can be explained
as follows, after saturation of attachment of phen with Eu3+ ions, additional phen molecules have a
possibility to attach with Zn2+. However, this attachment is not a favourable path for energy transfer
to resonant energy levels of Eu3+ ions, rather it could quench the intensity of the overall spectrum.
Furthermore, attachment of phen with Zn2+ ions reduces oxygen vacancy states on the surface and
hence decrease of green emission intensity. The observed decrease of the intensity of the green
emission at higher reaction time with phen, confirms the attachment of phen with Zn2+ ions.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

We successfully prepared 1, 10 phenanthroline-europium interface in the Eu:ZnO NWs which
shows distinguishable red emission at 613 nm that arise from Eu3+ ions. In absence of the phen



such emission is very weak. We systematically investigated the effect of ligand phen on the PL to
improve the intensity of the red emission from Eu3+ ions. We achieved two orders of magnitude
higher intensity in the red emission (at ∼613 nm) at room temperature and this technique is found
to be very effective. Furthermore, our study shows that maximum enhancement could be achieved
after 2 mins of reaction irrespective of the phen concentration. Based on the experimental results,
we conclude that an effective multiple (two) energy transfer pathways to the neighboring resonant
energy levels of Eu3+ ions through the 1, 10 phenanthroline-Eu interface causes proper sensitization
of Eu3+ ions, leading to greatly enhanced emission. This study is expected to open up a new avenue
to improve the red emission from europium doped ZnO nanowires for the development of multiple
color emitting LEDs.

SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIAL

See supplementary material for EDX spectra, energy band diagram of Eu3+ and PL results of
(undoped and phen modified) Eu:ZnO NWs.
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